


30 – 36 months 36 – 42 months 42 – 48 months 48 – 54 months Age

�States whether boy or girl
�Stacks rings on peg in order of size
�Can count to five
�Completes 3-4 piece puzzle
��Can match objects by color, shape, and 

size
�Builds bridge using three  

blocks (adult models)

�Understands “same” and “different”
�Matches objects that have the same 

functions (e.g. spoon and fork)
�Understands “heavy” and “light”
�Understands “more” and “less”
�Sorts objects by physical 

characteristics (e.g. color  or shape)

�Retells story from picture book
�Can build pyramid of 6 blocks
�Draws people
�Can copy own name
�Draws a face with at least three 

features

�Identifies “first,” “last,” and “middle”
�Distinguishes between real and make-

believe
�Understands the concept of “zero”
�Identifies “half” and “whole” objects
�Names at least 20 letters

�Understands “big”  
and “little”
�Can describe what he or she is doing
�Responds to “who” and “whose” 

questions
�Asks “what” or “where” questions
�Understands “beside” and “under”

�Names primary colors
�Can state full name
�Can answer questions when told a 

short story
�Uses contractions
�Uses regular past tense forms
�Uses pronouns

�Uses facial expressions and body 
language to demonstrate emotions
�Understands passive sentences (e.g., 

“Show me the car was pushed by the 
truck.”)
�Makes statements about cause and 

effect
�Can define at least 5 simple words
�Can tell how simple objects are used

�Identifies rhyming words
�Completes simple verbal analogies 

(e.g., “Ice is cold; fire is _.”
�Can state similarities between objects 

(e.g. “How are juice and milk alike?”)
�Uses possessives
�Uses sentences of five or more words

�Shows affection to younger children by 
hugging and kissing
�Repeats rhymes, songs, or dances for 

others
�Changes activities when requested
�Interacts appropriately with others 

during group activities
�Shows independence (e.g., doesn’t 

want hand held)

�Shares toys
�Plays group board or card games
�Volunteers for tasks
�Quiets down after active play
�Participates in circle games

�Returns objects to their appropriate 
place
�Accepts friendly teasing
�Can explain rules of a game to others
�Expresses anger with words rather 

than physical action
�Shows empathy for others

�Offers item or activity to another in 
exchange for an item or activity
�Accepts valid criticism
�Asks before using another’s 

belongings
�Talks about own feelings
�Shows pride in accomplishments

�Can pour milk/juice with some 
assistance
�Daytime control of toileting needs, 

occasional accidents
�Gets drink of water unassisted
�Brushes teeth independently
�Knows where own  

possessions are kept

�Manipulates large buttons or snaps
�Covers mouth and nose when 

coughing and sneezing
�Hangs clothes in designated location
�Cleans up spills

�Completes simple errands

�Dresses self completely (may not be 
able to tie shoelaces)
�Serves self at the table
�Often wants privacy in the bathroom
�Can answer “what to do  

if” questions
�Fastens seat belt  

independently

�Crosses street safely
�Requests food to be passed at the 

table
�Knows which shoe goes on which foot
�Puts dirty dishes in sink or dishwasher
�Adjusts water temperature for bath or 

shower

�Threads small beads on string
�Snips paper with scissors
�Walks forward heel to toe
�Stands on one foot for a few seconds
�Kicks a stationary 

ball at least 6 feet

�Copies drawing a cross
�Hops forward on one foot
�Hammers pegs
�Runs around objects, turns corners
�Jumps forward with feet together at 

least 20 inches

�Copies a square
�Glues neatly
�Gallops
�Can jump over low objects
�Walks down steps alternating feet
�Can walk on tiptoes

�Can cut a straight line
�Balances on one foot
�Swings on a swing maintaining own 

momentum
�Can rapidly touch each finger to thumb
�Turns a somersault


